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B - 7 -2 current-vortage characteristics of Super-Normal Multi-Layers
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Faculty of Engineering, yokohama National. University

Tokiwadai J.5G., Hodogayar yokohama

It is known that semiconductor-superlattice structure exhLbits nonlinear I-V
.characteristics with negatLve resistance l). since quasi-particLes in supercon-
ductors are thought to Possess properties similar to the carrier ln semicond.uctors,

the behavior of the guasi-particle current in superlattice structure with spatially
varing energy gap composed of alternate S-N multi-layers is an interesting obJect
to study in connectLon with possibly Lncidental effects such as Josephson effect
and nonequilibrium supercond.uctivity.

We made measurements on the I-V characterlstics of the multi-layer SN structure
made of Pb and Cu at 4.2"K with the help of X-Y recorder. Figure I (a) is the geo-

metry of the nulti-layer specimens studLed. Ten Cu layers each wLth thlckness 30

nm comPose alternaa" SL with el-even Pb layers each with thickness I00 nm. The

junction area is 2x2 rwn2. r-v characterl-stics observed in some specimens are
qglzrunetrical with respect to the applied current direclion as shown in Fig I (b).
At the same time in almost all specimens are found many bendings in their I-V
curves as seen in Fig' 1 (b) and (c). The values of the voltage and current at
bending polnts are pJ-otted in Fig. 1 Cdl for several specimens. Figure I (c)

represents also the influence of the magnetic field which is applied in parallel
with the plane of the mul-ti-layers and perpendicularly to the current there. It is
seen that the I-V curves tend to ohmic reLation with the increase of magnetic

field.

In order to gi,ve a clear explanatLon to the observatior4 lt is conceived to be

necessary to have informations about the I-V characteristics of SN structures with
simpler conbination such as SNS and NSNSN. As to SNS structure we carried out
measurements for specimens with geometry given in Fig, 2 (a). On specimens with
thick N layer (tu100 nn) we again observed r-V curves with bendings as seen in Fig.
2 (b). (VrI) vaLues at bending poLnts are plotted in Fig. 2 (cl for two specimens.

on the other hand quasi-particle tunnellng characteristics as gLven in Fig. 2 (d)

are observed in specimens with relatively thin N layer as expected. In specimens

with thick N layer the super-normal particle interchange seems to be LnevLtabLe to
maintain the current continuity. Since phonon emissl.on and absorption are Lncl-
dental to the partict-e interchange with phonon energy about the local energy-gap

value at the sN interfaces, the bendings. in the r-v curves nay be reLated to the
creation and annihilation of phonons,
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on NSNSN structure more drastic phenomenon is observed in specinens with rel-

atively thin medium N layer. Figure 3 displavs an example of the observed I-v re-

lations. lrilren the applied current exceeds a threshold, an abrupt increase of the

specimen voltage and the foltowing unstable nonlinear I-V characteristics with

negative resistance are observed. The threshold increases with the application of

small magnetic fieLd C\,10 G) or with the deterioration of the specimen due to

self-heating. The deterioration is so severe that the characteristic reduces to

si.nple ohmic relation with less resistance after application of current much ex-

ceeding the threshold for several times. These properties seem to deny the pos-

sibility of explaining the instability by simple temperature rise in specimen in-

cidental to the sudden cooling-condition change 2). Corr=idering the proximity

effect in the medium layer, the energy gaP there takes a finite value which ls less

than that in the neibouring s layers. Electron-like and ltole-like quasi-particles
Jw

are injected into s layers from the outside N regions. when the diffusion length

is larger than the thickness of S layers, the quasi-particles recombine at the

central energy valley emitting phonons. If stlmulated emission is possible, the

situation is similar to the photon emission in a double-hetero-junction-semicon-

ductor 1a""".31
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